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SYLVIA SAAVEDRA-EDELMANN is  an accomplished voice
teacher and advocate of the performing arts. With a teaching
career that commenced at 27,. She co-founded the
OTTOEDELMANNSOCIETY in 2006, fostering young vocal
talents. 
Her dedication led to the OTTOEDELMANNSOCIETY PUBLIC
AWARD and the renowned INTERNATIONAL OTTO
EDELMANN SINGING COMPETITION in Vienna, now
spanning 7 successful editions.
As a global career consultant, Sylvia's "Audition
Training" impacted aspirants worldwide, bridging
continents from ISA-MDW-Vienna to Seoul, Riga, and
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. Amid the Covid
Pandemic, she embraced online platforms, guiding
students in universities and conservatories. She was
the organizer of the first live concert during the
worldwide pandemic in Vienna.

Sylvia's passion culminated in founding +OPERA in
2015, delivering 13 productions across Vienna and Gran
Canaria, Spain

Her experience as a producer included also ISA-
MÖRBISCH Operetta Workshop coordination and
aiding Seefestspiele Mörbisch's "The Merry Widow" in
Daegu, Korea.

Sylvia's vision extended to co-founding MEA Music
Education Abroad, uniting Asia and Austria's musical
spheres.
An advocate of the power of social media for music
and opera, Sylvia is the driving force behind +OPERA
and holds the title of Social Media Manager endorsed
by Austrian Standards. An experienced artist and
producer, she is proficient in video editing, managing
web Sites, such as Wix, Jimdo, Canva, Wordpress and
the main social media channels.

Her multilingual fluency—Spanish (native), Italian,
German (C1-1), English, French, Hebrew—bolsters cross-
cultural communication, complemented by her
ongoing study of Mandarin (B1-1).

Based in Vienna, Sylvia embraces change and embarks
on fresh journeys. Her innovative social media
strategies, combined with her dedication to the arts,
make her an asset for music agencies, theaters, and
orchestras, aligning with her unwavering quest to
elevate the arts.
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